Did Kissingel Lie To Chile Envoy?

The Washington Post Money Service

President Orlando Laird has learned that Henry A. Kissingel, who resigned last February as foreign minister of Chile, is no longer in Santiago, but has apparently gone to Europe. Laird, who has not been able to trace Kissingel's whereabouts, is believed to be in the United States. The charge of Kissingel's defection is based on a statement by Kissingel's former business partner, Cesar B.纯。

Laird said he did not know where Kissingel was, but that he had been informed by B. C. B. that Kissingel had left Santiago several weeks ago. Laird also said that he had been unable to contact Kissingel by telephone. The statement made by B. C. B. is based on information he received from a reliable source in Chile. Laird said he would continue to try to locate Kissingel, but that he did not expect to find him in Santiago.

Dean Deep in Debt

The Washington Post News Service

CHARLESTON, S. C. — Dean Deep, who is in financial difficulties, was arrested for contempt of court in the United States District Court here today. Deep was ordered to appear in court on a contempt charge, but he failed to appear. The case was filed by the United States Attorney for the District of South Carolina.

Dean Deep is charged with failure to pay taxes and with violation of the federal income tax laws. He is also charged with violation of the federal securities laws. The case was brought by the United States Attorney for the District of South Carolina.

Deep is the owner of the Deep Hotel, a popular hotel in the downtown area of Charleston.

Two Arrested in Kidnapping

The Washington Post News Service

NEW YORK — Two men were arrested in New York City today in connection with the kidnapping of a New York City police officer. The men were identified as John Doe and John Smith.

According to the police, the men gained entry to the officer's apartment on Greenpoint Avenue and then tied him up and demanded a ransom. The police said that the officer was able to escape and call for help.

The men were arrested and charged with attempted murder and kidnapping.

Body Found in Ransacked City Home

By STEVE HOFFMAN

The Journal Star

CHICAGO — The body of a woman was found in her apartment today, authorities said. The woman was identified as Mary Johnson, 42, of the 1300 block of North Avenue.

Johnson was last seen by her family on Monday, and her family reported her missing. Police said that her body was found in her apartment this morning.

The cause of death is still under investigation, but police said that there were no signs of foul play.

Mother Saved By Cool Son

By STEVE HOFFMAN

The Journal Star

ROCKFORD, ILL. — A teenage boy saved his mother's life today when he was able to find a way to turn off the gas to their house in time.

The boy, who is 16 years old, said that he had been able to find the gas valve in his mother's bathroom and turn it off just before the fire started.

The mother, who was asleep at the time, was able to escape the house unharmed.

Another Wet, Chilly Day In Forecast
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Did the Evening Hour Go Up in Smoke?

The Chicago Tribune

CHICAGO — A young man who had been smoking a cigarette in the back seat of a car accidentally set the car on fire. The man was too frightened to do anything about it, and the car caught fire.

The car was a total loss, but the man was not injured.

Inside News

The Daily Journal

DeKalb, May 15, 1978

Adela, Hoot Tube}

Adela, a young girl, has her eyes on a new toy: a Hoot Tube. The Hoot Tube is a new invention that allows children to fly through the air like a bird. Adela is very excited about the possibility of flying and has been practicing her wingspacing.

PROJECT METEOR

A project to study meteorites has been launched.
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You have our best interest. Ken Townsend, Jerald Koehn, Pearce Blake and the Saving Center Staff make sure you get our best interest — with a passbook account, a savings certificate, an investment certificate, or a commercial paper.

You can earn 7%-14% interest when you invest in a First National Investment Certificate, with a minimum $1000 deposit for six years.
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Feliciano Takes Up Acting

BISMARCK — Ready to test his memory and acting skills, Jesus Feliciano has taken his first steps into acting, without allowing his obligations as a recording artist to slow him down. After getting his feet wet with a role in "Blindman & The Devil," he landed his first leading role as "King Tut" in "The Midnight Earl," which opened last night at the Capitol Theatre.

Feliciano, who has been a prominent figure in the music industry for many years, decided to take on this new challenge. The role of "King Tut" is challenging, as he needs to portray the young Pharaoh accurately. Feliciano has been working hard to prepare for the role, studying ancient Egyptian history and culture to get into character. His dedication to the role is evident in his performance, as he brings a sense of mystery and intrigue to the character.

The Midnight Earl is a musical comedy that tells the story of a young king who inherits his father's kingdom and must navigate the complexities of power and love. Feliciano's portrayal of "King Tut" is a remarkable performance, as he effortlessly captures the essence of the character. His talent as an actor is truly exceptional, and he is sure to impress the audience with his performance.

Feliciano's decision to take on acting is a testament to his versatility as an artist. He has always been known for his incredible singing skills, but his talent is not limited to just that. His ability to adapt and overcome new challenges is a true inspiration to everyone.

In conclusion, Feliciano's decision to take on acting is a thrilling development in his career. His talent and dedication are sure to make him a success in this new venture, and we can't wait to see what he will do next. As an artist, he has always been ahead of the curve, and we are confident that he will continue to blaze new trails in the entertainment industry.

For tickets and more information, please visit the Capitol Theatre's website.